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I warmly welcome the book Ecumenical Visions for the Twenty-First Century: A Reader for Theological Education, produced by the Programme on Ecumenical Theological Education (ETE). It has been prepared as a core anthology for the Global Ecumenical Theological Institute (GETI), which will be held prior to and during the 10th Assembly of the World Council of Churches in Busan, South Korea, from 26 October to 9 November 2013. It is also meant as a long-term resource for theological courses and reflection on the future of ecumenism in the context of world Christianity in seminaries and theological faculties around the world.

Equipping a younger generation of ecumenically committed theologians and educators and inspiring them to articulate their vision of ecumenism for the 21st century is the goal of GETI and the current work of ETE. It is also of primary importance and a strategic interest for the World Council of Churches as a whole. It is the generation of younger theologians from all regions of the world today that will give shape to Christian unity, common witness and joint service in the cause of justice and peace under the different circumstances of our times today. The world needs people with Christian passion, spiritual commitment, theological competence and persistence to recapture and rearticulate a biblically well-grounded ecumenical vision and what it implies for the unity of the church in the context of world Christianity in the decades to come. Theological education and ecumenical formation play a key role in this endeavor.

The 10th Assembly in South Korea also points to the urgency and potential for churches to come together in a spirit of genuine and committed prayer, through its theme: “God of life, lead us to justice and peace.” Orthodox traditions have reminded us that all proper Christian theology is rooted in doxology and prayer. Christian theology is invited to join with the prayers and longings of the whole church for the one God of life, who sustains and renews us. Christian theology is invited to listen and reflect on the cries for justice and peace in this world, to relate the essence of the gospel to the agonies of people and creation suffering today. There is a creational, even cosmic horizon for Christian hope and its theological reflection suggested in the theme’s invocation of the God of life.

The double accountability of Christian theology to the church and the world, and the urgent concern for a new and inclusive ecumenical theology of life—facing the dramatic challenges of environmental destruction, land grabbing, violation of human rights and indigenous identities, the perpetuation of long-lasting regional and global and religious conflicts—also forms the core of this collection of key ecumenical texts from the work of the WCC in the past two decades. The 65 core texts gathered here shed light on key areas and thematic fields with which WCC-related programmes and commissions have been dealing. Many of the topics also
will be formally part of the agenda of the assembly: Church and unity, mission and evangelism, peace and justice, Bible and hermeneutics, migration and migrant churches, HIV and AIDS, health and healing, interreligious dialogue, common prayer, ecumenism in the 21st century, ecumenical formation, youth, men and women in the community of the church, as well as *diakonia* are all represented here.

I congratulate and thank the team in ETE and all WCC staff colleagues who developed this initiative and those who have supported this anthology with advice and textual contributions. We hope that this volume will be a stimulus for deepened interest in ecumenical dialogue, theological discernment and active participation in the common tasks of world mission, common witness for justice and peace, Christian unity and interreligious dialogue in decades to come.

*Rev. Dr Olav Fykse Tveit*

General Secretary

World Council of Churches
Foreword by Rev. Dr Sam-Hwan Kim

On behalf of the Korean Host Committee for the WCC 10th Assembly in Busan 2013, it is my outmost pleasure and honour to extend warm greetings of welcome to the GETI group to Korea.

This anthology is indeed a timely and most welcome publication to facilitate intensive deliberations and discussions of the GETI group, who are envisioned as future leaders in the global ecumenical movement.

The Korean Host Committee will do everything in its power to render every possible support of a successful gathering of the GETI group and to ensure fruitful discussions and lively exchanges throughout the assembly.

We hope that the WCC 2013 assembly will leave an everlasting signature and be a milestone of mutual enrichment in the ongoing ecumenical theological discourse, with the GETI group members as future key persons in the continuing ecumenical journey. We feel deeply gratified in welcoming the GETI group, because we also care about the future generation, and we offer our continuous work in collaborative ecumenical efforts with all our sisters and brothers in faith. We firmly believe that members of the GETI group will grow and develop themselves into the great leaders responding of the future to the call of God.

I herewith express my sincere gratitude for the publishers’ efforts in bringing out this magnificent publication and wish everyone a memorable and inspiring participation in the GETI and time in Korea.

Rev. Dr Kim Sam-Hwan
Moderator
Korean Host Committee
For the WCC 10th Assembly 2013
Foreword by Rev. Dr Jong-Wha Park

Publication of this workbook for the Global Ecumenical Theological Institute (GETI) programme is a precious gift timely offered, along with the preparation for the 10th Assembly of the WCC in Busan this year. It is designed to help people who are eager to become acquainted with the ecumenical movement up to now, in theory and practice, and actively to participate in envisioning our future ecumenism, transforming our world and Christianity in the 21st century.

With such a “common understanding and vision” of a wider ecumenism in the WCC and beyond the WCC, young leaders are sincerely invited from among our member and non-member churches of the WCC to be positive actors in the GETI programmes before and during the 10th Assembly of the WCC in Busan.

Ecumenical Visions for the 21st Century introduces vital concerns and programmes of the ecumenical movement today and tomorrow as they relate to the global, Asian and Korean contexts. In addition, dozens of ecumenical issues are presented, explained, and debated, each with relevant texts and references for further study and considerations. We are very happy that GETI also offers with its guide book a theologically and practically “open space” (Madang) of exchange and encounter.

On behalf of the Korean Host Committee (KHC) for the 10th Assembly, I offer heartfelt thanks to the editorial team, and I welcome all who are coming to GETI and supporting the programme.

Rev. Dr Jong-Wha Park
Vice Moderator of KHC
for Theology and International Relations
Editors’ Preface by Mélisande Lorke and Dietrich Werner

“Brought by the Holy Spirit into One Fully Committed Fellowship”

Teaching ecumenism is vital for the future of World Christianity. When the ecumenical movement began after the first world mission conference in Edinburgh in 1910, only some 300 Christian denominations existed (the majority of which were to be found in the North). Teaching about ecumenism could still be regarded as a prerogative for a small avant-garde of selected western church people and a few pioneering ecumenical leaders in the 20th century. In the 21st century, however, with the majority of Christianity now having shifted to the global South and with the number of Christian denominations having multiplied exponentially, study of world Christianity and ecumenism—in all geographical contexts and periods—is a must for every church representative and religious educator around the world.

Studying ecumenism does not mean forgetting or marginalizing one’s own denominational tradition and ecclesial identity. Rather it is about widening one’s own understanding of the church and its mission to a global perspective. To be the church and to give witness to the one gospel of Jesus Christ in any context of the world has to relate to the global church. It is to give responsible and visible expression to the fact that any local church is an integral part and embodiment of the universal church of Christ, which in ancient creedal tradition is confessed to be the one, holy, apostolic and catholic church. This conviction was expressed in the oft-cited WCC New Delhi statement of 1961:

We believe that the unity which is both God’s will and his gift to his Church is being made visible as all in each place who are baptized into Jesus Christ and confess him as Lord and Saviour are brought by the Holy Spirit into one fully committed fellowship, holding the one apostolic faith, preaching the one Gospel, breaking the one bread, joining in common prayer, and having a corporate life reaching out in witness and service to all and who at the same time are united with the whole Christian fellowship in all places and all ages in such wise that ministry and members are accepted by all, and that all can act and speak together as occasion requires for the tasks to which God calls his people.²

1. Some 40,000 Christian denominations were estimated to exist in 2010, see: Todd M. Johnson, Kenneth R. Ross (eds), *Atlas of Global Christianity*, Edinburgh University Press 2010.
That all Christian churches will be “brought by the Holy Spirit into one fully committed fellowship” is a key element in the vision of the ecumenical movement. It is also the core vision behind this collection of recent ecumenical key texts from the WCC and its ecumenical partners. Working toward one fully committed fellowship requires formation and deliberate theological training. Learning about contemporary ecumenism involves studying other Christian church traditions in one’s own context and region, including their theological heritage and self-understanding. Furthermore, it includes learning about the achievements, crucial questions and emerging convergences of the whole global ecumenical movement and recollection of the “ecumenical memory.”

There are many textbooks, anthologies and proper introductions to major debates and theological achievements of the historical ecumenical movement. The key sources and crucial texts of historical ecumenism in the 20th century are not repeated or included in this anthology.

Rather it is the purpose of this volume to provide a collection of more recent texts that discuss the core themes, the new shapes and emerging challenges of ecumenical Christianity in the 21st century. So the focus has been to include official statements and reference texts of the WCC and some of its major ecumenical partners from the past 20 years and in the context of world Christianity in the 21st century. Despite its length, we do not claim this publication to be all-embracing and comprehensive but rather an overview of some major current ecumenical themes and topics.

The project was undertaken as a resource for the Global Ecumenical Theological Institute (GETI), planned by the ETE programme of WCC in cooperation with Korean and other partners in order to bring together 150 advanced students of theology for an intensive global study course prior to and during the 10th assembly of WCC in Busan, South Korea, in October/November 2013.

The criteria for the selection of these texts were:

- Sources which present one of the major recent themes, key issues and concerns reflected in the work of one of the programmes of WCC and its ecumenical partners in the years after the Porto Alegre assembly (2006);
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- Sources which relate to the main themes and proposed issues to be reflected in the 10th Assembly of the WCC in Busan and its Korean and Asian partner churches under the theme “God of life, lead us to justice and peace”;

- Sources which reflect some common authorship, corporate ownership and authoritative status within the WCC and thereby are beyond the level of just individual theological voices and essays (formally the authority level of the collected texts varies significantly, as only some of them have been officially authorized as statements endorsed by the WCC Central Committee, while others are common texts or conference papers from occasions related to or organized by the WCC);

- Sources which are appropriate to serve as a basis for a solid discussion in a seminar with theological students.

The theological collection here—this cannot be underlined strongly enough—by no means presents the whole of the theological work of the WCC in the past 20 years. There is much more which has been worked out by the different components and programmes active in the global ecumenical movement. The collection presented here displays a partial view on some major themes, no more or less.

The collection of key texts on ecumenism and World Christianity, presented as the GETI Reader for Busan assembly has been prepared so:

- that the book is available in print for student and faculty participants to be used for the two weeks Global Ecumenical Theological Institute in Seoul and Busan, 25 October to 9 November 2013;

- that the printed version be accompanied by a digital version of an enlarged GETI texts collection, with additional texts and which is available on an accompanying CD-ROM and for more long-term use on a special website;

- that both the printed as well as the digital resources of this textbook can serve also the wider purpose of serving as a reader for regional courses on ecumenism, World Christianity and inter-faith issues to be held by theological seminaries, faculties and Christian educational institutions all around the world in 2013 and subsequent years after the assembly;

- that each of the main texts is accompanied by a short introductory paragraph giving some information on the background and key contents of the relevant text and proposing three discussion questions as a starter for learning and study processes in theological seminaries.

People interested can find more WCC related resources on the WCC website and also in the special collection of WCC-related articles and statements in GlobeTheoLib.

7. www.globethics.net/geti.
The initiative of ETE and its related networks of some 70 regional associations of theological schools to bring together more than 150 advanced theological students, educators and researchers from younger generations for a high level ecumenical theological institute in Busan underlines that the future generations of theologians and their nurture and accompaniment do play a crucial role for the future of the ecumenical movement as well as for the unity of the church in the current situation of World Christianity as a whole. The majority of those serving in key positions of churches and the ecumenical movement today have been part of youth programmes and ecumenical formation experiences in crucial stages of their life before, whether this has taken place in Bossey Ecumenical Institute or in courses of similar institutions in the majority world. It is vital for those from younger generations that they realize that in discerning and trying to articulate their own authentic vision for ecumenism, mission and dialogue for their contexts today they are not left alone. They are accompanied and nurtured by a host of faith witnesses, ecumenical traditions and ecumenical visions which have been articulated before them or by committed groups contemporary to them. These ecumenical visions and traditions need to be remembered, studied and critically discussed in order to sharpen the theological assessment of ecclesial, social and ethical challenges today before they can be reappropriated and translated in relation to the conditions of our times. This GETI Reader, Ecumenical Visions for the Twenty-First Century, therefore is not a collection of ready-made recipes and easy answers which immediately fit each local context, but rather it is a collection of key theological texts reflecting essential areas of convergence as well as ongoing theological dialogue between churches participating in the “unique fellowship of churches” presented within the WCC.

For the completion of this reader and textbook on contemporary themes in ecumenism we thank various institutions, persons and programmes which have supported this project:

- we express deep gratitude for gracious general support for the Global Ecumenical Theological Institute (which also has made this publication possible) to several partners: Luce Foundation, EMW Hamburg, CANACOM, Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland, Church of Sweden, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Foundation for Theological Education in South East Asia, World Communion of Reformed Churches, Lutheran World Federation, FAP, Mission 21, United Evangelical Mission, Council for World Mission, MF School of Theology Oslo, Norway and several others.

- we express sincere gratitude to EMW Hamburg (Dr. Michael Biehl) and to Badische Landeskirche in Karlsruhe, Germany (OKR Susanne Labsch), which have specifically supported the printing costs;

- we appreciate support and advice received from many colleagues in WCC programmes who have helped to propose and identify key texts to be included as well as WCC publisher Michael West, who has overseen production of this publication and its copublication with Christian Literature Society of Korea;

- we acknowledge very committed support in terms of editorial work and software management by the Global Digital Library for Theology and Ecumenism (GlobeTheoLib);
• we thank the typesetter, Michelle Cook, who managed to develop a proper layout for all the various texts and their complex different settings.

We do hope that this volume will serve the training and education of young ecumenical leaders all around the world. Through reading these texts, may they be inspired by the ecumenical work that has been done in the generation before them. Through learning about the ecumenical past and present, may they empower themselves to shape the future of ecumenism in the years to come—to the glory of God, following the path and witness which Jesus Christ has mandated his disciples to follow until the ends of the earth (Acts 1: 8).
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